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Larger phone
keyboards

Game:
Flow Free

App: Bitmoji Somethin for Nothin’ :
Documentary Heaven

Music Theme 27th May – Sun Screen Day.

Although synthetic sunscreen has existed since the late 1920’s, in early times such as
those of Ancient Greece people would use many different things as sunscreen –
including olive oil!

Today is a day about raising awareness of the health benefits that sunscreen brings to
our lives – and ironically coincides with Don’t Fry Day which is all about applying
sunscreen!

Previous Show In Your Neighbourhood - James Wray

Prompts ● Call 9398 3100
● Text 0485 838 436
● Show notes - magooit.com.au

Next Shows ● Rockaria with the Frankinator, Hugo & the Henshooter
3-6pm

● 4th Dimension until 9pm

NEXT SHOW
Ep 37
3 June 2023

Music Theme:

12:00 Disclaimer and studio cutover (if required)

BUMPER Intro and voiceover

Welcome, intro and any special chit chat

SONG Elvis Presley - Hawaiian Sunset (Extended Version) C 10s 1961

Who was ‘Chadwick’s’ Mum in Blue Hawaii 1961 (Angela Lansbury)
She said "Chadwick's a growing boy, I don't think it's appropriate of you to give him
intoxicating libations."

https://www.thefactsite.com/day/may-27/


1 12:05 TIPS & TRICKS - RECAP

Last Time Force Closing Apps
Sometimes, you may need to force close the app. Rebooting the phone doesn’t always work.

Apple
Older iDevices - Double press home button
Newer iDevices - From the Home Screen, swipe up from the bottom of the screen and pause in the middle
of the screen.
Scroll left right to find the app, then swipe up to close it.
Restart if still problems.
Check for IOS updates as well as app updates.

Android
From the Home Screen, swipe up from the bottom of the screen and pause in the middle of the screen.
Scroll left right to find the app, then swipe up to close it

Android Extra: if still problems
Tap app icon at the top of the screen, select App info, Force stop, say yes, swipe up to close the screen.
Go to the app store and check for updates to the problematic app.

SONG Louis Armstrong - On the Sunny Side Of The Street - 1930 / 1937 1min37sec

“Hot can be cool, and cool can be hot, and each can be both. But hot or cool, man, jazz
is jazz.”

2 12:10 TIPS & TRICKS - SOMETHING NEW

This Time Make your keyboard larger
Android
Settings -> Keyboard Height (Normal, Tall, Extra Tall) open Keep and scroll between to see differences.
This is part of GBoard - Google Keyboard.
If the new size takes up too much of the screen you can use the down arrow to minimise and peek while
typing.

Apple
● You can zoom the entire phone if you have an iphone 8 or newer (or iphone SE 2nd gen).

Check Settings -> General -> About
● Settings -> Display & Brightness -> Zoom Display (at the bottom)

If older iphone try:
● BOLD in Settings -> Display & Brightness
● Use landscape mode when typing

SONG Dean Martin - I Don't Care If The Sun Don't Shine 1950 5 sec

"I Don't Care If the Sun Don't Shine is a popular song written by Mack David. It was
originally written for the Disney animated feature Cinderella, but was not used in the
final print.” Hmmm.

ADS

SONG Dean Martin - That Lucky Old Sun 1949 / 1949

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_popular_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mack_David
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cinderella_(1950_film)


SWEEP

STINGER NEWS

3 12:23 NEWS 1 - Melting the moon to build housing

June marks an exciting milestone in space exploration as a four-person crew is set to enter a 3D printed
building at NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. The structure, called Mars Dune Alpha, was
created using a slurry that resembled soft-serve ice cream before it dried. Designed by architecture firm
BIG-Bjarke Ingels Group and 3D printed by Icon Technology, the 150m2 space will serve as a testing
ground for physical and behavioural health challenges that astronauts will encounter during long-term stays
in space.However, Mars Dune Alpha is more than just a testing facility. It is the first structure built for a
NASA mission by the Moon to Mars Planetary Autonomous Construction Technology (MMPACT) team. This
team is currently preparing for the first construction projects on a planetary body beyond Earth, which will
be crucial for future space exploration.

The experiments conducted inside Mars Dune Alpha will focus on the impact of long-term space
residencies on human health. With plans to return to the moon as part of NASA's Artemis program,
understanding these challenges is essential for the success and safety of future astronauts. The structure
features crew quarters, shared living spaces, and dedicated areas for administering medical care and
growing food, providing a realistic environment for testing.

The colour of Martian soil inspired the design of Mars Dune Alpha, giving the structure an otherworldly feel.
But it's not just the design that's groundbreaking; the use of 3D printing technology is also a significant
achievement. This innovative approach to construction could revolutionise the way we think about building
structures in space.

The Moon to Mars Planetary Autonomous Construction Technology (MMPACT) team is currently
developing autonomous construction robots that will be used for future construction projects. These robots
will be capable of building structures using materials found on the moon and Mars, reducing the need for
resources to be transported from Earth. This will make space exploration more sustainable and
cost-effective.

STINGER NEWS 2 - Netflix account sharing block now hits Australia
Netflix's recent announcement of their crackdown on password sharing in Australia has sparked a lot of
discussion and debate amongst users. After months of testing and launches in other parts of the world, the
company has finally decided to implement this measure in Australia. From Wednesday this week, Netflix's
Australian customers will receive an email outlining the changes to the platform's use of IP addresses to
determine which devices are at the main household and which are in another location. This move is a blow
to the many families who share Netflix login details and passwords with their older parents or children who
have recently moved out of home. Similarly, there are many users who share passwords purely to split the
cost of a Netflix account each month.

In response to this change, a new "Extra member" option is being offered to users on the Standard or
Premium plans. This option will allow one or two (depending on the plan) users to have cheaper access to
their own Netflix account. An Extra member account will cost $7.99 per month.

While this move by Netflix has stirred up controversy, it's important to understand the reasoning behind it.
The company has been losing millions of dollars due to password sharing, which is a common practice



among Netflix users. By cracking down on password sharing, Netflix hopes to increase its subscription
revenue and provide a better user experience for its paying customers.

It's also worth noting that Netflix is not the only streaming service to take this approach. In fact, many other
platforms have already implemented similar measures to prevent password sharing. This includes Disney+,
which launched with strict rules around password sharing and limits to the number of devices that can be
used on a single account.

STINGER NEWS 3 - Fast Food tunnel delivery
This possibly should have featured in the Tech Absurd, but it’s real and happening now, so…
Wendy's, the popular fast-food chain, is taking the concept of convenience to a whole new level with its
latest innovation.
Recently, they started using AI chatbots at drive-thrus which seems to be successful thus far…
…but now, Wendy's has teamed up with Pipedream, an autonomous logistics company, to create an
underground delivery system for online order pickups. The system is currently being piloted, and if
successful, it could revolutionise the way we pick up food orders.

The system works by using robots to transport online food orders from Wendy's kitchens through tunnels to
"Instant Pickup portals" located beside parking spaces. When a customer arrives at their designated space,
they talk to the restaurant crew through the Instant Pickup portal's speaker to confirm their order. An
autonomous robot then travels through the tunnels to deliver the food directly to the customer's parking
space.

One of the most significant advantages of this delivery system is that it eliminates the need for customers to
go inside the restaurant or wait at a drive-thru to pick up their order. Instead, the food is brought directly to
them, saving them time and hassle. Moreover, the use of temperature-controlled delivery technology
ensures that the food is delivered at the right temperature, preventing it from getting cold or too warm while
in transit.

Crazy but cool, maybe…

SONG
Bing Crosby - Sing A Song Of Sunbeams 1938 11s



4 12:31 Something for Nothing - Documentary Heaven
http://documentaryheaven.com

With Netflix blocking shared access, you may wish to consider
some free alternatives to streaming of which there are many
options. If you like documentaries (like me) then
documentaryheaven is awesome.

There are thousands to choose from with a lovely search and
browse facility built in… with Top 100 and all-time bests as well.

The content is all stored offsite with links so there’s nothing to
download and install.

You can stream to your tv from your devices if you use chromecast
or apple tv.
Maybe you have Google TV.

It’s a great one stop shop to get your docco fix.

911
Activist
Archaeology
Art and Artists
Atheism
Biographies
Business
Celebrity
Crime
Conference
Conspiracy
Countries
Drugs
Economics
Educational
Environment
Evolution
Gangs
Health
History
Human Rights

Lifestyle
Movies
Music
Mystery
Nature
News & Politics
Performing Arts
Philosophy
Psychology
Religion
Science
Society
Space
Spiritual
Sport & Adventure
Technology
War

SONG The Animals - House Of The Rising Sun 1905 / 1964

"The House of the Rising Sun" is a traditional folk song, sometimes called "Rising Sun
Blues". It tells of a person's life gone wrong in the city of New Orleans. Many versions
also urge a sibling or parents and children to avoid the same fate. The most successful
commercial version was recorded in 1964 by the British rock band The Animals.
"House of Rising Sun" was said to have been known by American miners in 1905.[5]
The oldest published version of the lyrics is that printed by Robert Winslow Gordon in
1925.

Writer Ralph McLean of the BBC is quoted as having said it was "arguably the first folk
rock tune" and "a revolutionary single", after which "the face of modern music was
changed forever."

ADS

SONG
The Rivieras - California Sun 1960 / 1963

SWEEP

http://documentaryheaven.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Orleans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Animals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_House_of_the_Rising_Sun#cite_note-matteson-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Winslow_Gordon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC


5 12:47 TECH HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

1903: Paris, France and Rome, Italy are connected by telephone for first time

1906: Orville and Wilbur Wright are granted the first aeroplane patent in the U.S. for their “new and useful
improvements in Flying Machines.”

1980: Pac-Man is born. By the 90s it had generated over $2.5billion and is one of the highest grossing
video games of all time. Incidentally it was originally called Puck-Man but was renamed to Pac-Man after
the makers grew tired of the machines being vandalised… where the P was replaced by an F.

5b MUSIC HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

1956: The very first Eurovision Song Contest was held in Lugano, Switzerland

1962: Elvis Presley was at No.1 on the UK singles chart with 'Good Luck Charm' his 11th UK No.1 single.

1968: The Rolling Stones released the single 'Jumpin Jack Flash' in the UK, the track gave them their
seventh UK No.1 hit.

1997: Hanson started a three week run at No.1 on the US singles chart with 'MMMBop', the brothers first
US No.1, also a No.1 in the UK. 'MMMBop' was phenomenally successful, especially for a debut single,
reaching No.1 in 27 countries including the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia and
Mexico.

2003: Paul McCartney made his first ever live performance in Russia when he appeared in-front of 20,000
fans in Red Square.

If today is your birthday, you share it with: Bob Dylan
Bob Dylan (Robert Zimmerman), American singer-songwriter, author, and painter. Dylan has released over
40 albums since 1964, and was a major influence on The Beatles. His biggest hits are the 1965 US No.2
single 'Like A Rolling Stone', the 1969 UK No.5 single 'Lay Lady Lay', and his 1964 UK No.1 album The
Freewheelin' Bob Dylan. He has won many awards throughout his career including the 2016 Nobel Prize in
Literature, and twelve Grammy Awards. Dylan was also a member of The Travelling Wilburys.

SONG Stevie Wonder - You Are The Sunshine Of My Life 1973

“Music, at its essence, is what gives us memories. And the longer a song has existed in
our lives, the more memories we have of it”. Stevie Wonder



6 12:52 DISCUSSIONS - Something to Think About

W App - Anonymous Polls

A variant of the Gas App released in 2022 - The popular new app is meant to "gas up" friends and boost
self-esteem through anonymous polls.

As a parent, keeping your children safe is likely a top priority. With technology constantly evolving, it's
important to be aware of the potential dangers that come with it. One app that has gained popularity among
parents and kids is the anonymous polls app… However, it's important to understand that sharing kids'
details on this app can make it a gateway for predators.The anonymous poles app allows users to create
polls and share them anonymously with others. While this may seem harmless, it's important to consider
the potential risks that come with anonymity. When users are anonymous, it can make it easier for
predators to target children and gather information about them.

This app has recently gained popularity among parents to share their children's details, such as their
school, age, and interests with a view to making friends and breaking down barriers to friendships.
However, this can be dangerous as it provides predators with easy access to information about potential
victims. Predators can use this information to target children and gain their trust by pretending to share
similar interests.

Additionally, the anonymous nature of the app makes it difficult for parents to monitor their children's activity
on the app. Without knowing who is behind each poll, it's impossible to know who your child is interacting
with. This lack of monitoring can put your child at risk of being exposed to inappropriate content or
interactions with strangers.

It's crucial for parents to understand the potential risks of sharing their children's details on the anonymous
poles app. While it may seem like a harmless way to share information, it can quickly become a gateway for
predators. Instead, parents should focus on using safer forms of communication and social media that allow
for more control and monitoring.

SONG The Kinks - Sunny Afternoon 1966

In a 1995 interview, Ray Davies recalled being surprised at the song's broad appeal,
stating, "'Sunny Afternoon', I remember the record coming out and I walked into a British
Legion or a pub. I thought I was in a British Legion. All these people, old soldiers and
things, singing it. I was 23 years old. I said, 'Wow, all these old people really like it.' And
this old guy came up and said, 'You young guys... this is the sort of music we can relate
to!'

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_British_Legion#Clubs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_British_Legion#Clubs


ADS

SONG
The Kinks - Waterloo Sunset 1967

SWEEP

7 13:08 FUTURE TECH from the Innovation Hub - 3D Printed Cake

What’s for dinner tonight? How about a piece of 3D-printed,
laser-cooked cake? Yes, you heard that right. Thanks to the
researchers at Columbia University School of Engineering, we may
soon be able to enjoy personalised meals made using 3D printing
technology.The team at Columbia University has created a device that
can construct a seven-ingredient cheesecake using food inks and then
cook it to perfection using a laser. The result is a delectable piece of
cake that contains banana, jam, peanut butter, and Nutella. Sounds
mouth-watering, doesn't it?

This cutting-edge technology has the potential to revolutionise the food
industry. Imagine being able to create personalised meals for everyone, from professional athletes to
patients with dietary conditions. It could also be useful for those who are simply short on time.

What’s particularly intriguing about this technology is that it can create complex structures that would
otherwise be difficult to achieve using traditional cooking methods. The 3D printer can create intricate
designs and patterns, allowing for a whole new level of creativity in the kitchen.

The device works by using food inks that are loaded into individual cartridges, similar to the ones used in
conventional 3D printers. The inks are then deposited layer by layer onto a surface, creating the desired
structure. Once the food has been printed, a laser is used to cook the dish to perfection.

https://youtu.be/ECCLUIe3Lus

SONG
Axiom - A Little Ray Of Sunshine 1970

Axiom travelled to London in May 1970 to attempt to break into the English music
market.[1][4] Meanwhile, the Australian music market was embroiled in the 1970 radio
ban, with major labels and radio networks involved in a "pay for play" dispute.[6]
Christobel Munson of The Canberra Times described, on 16 May 1970, how,
"commercial radio stations throughout Australia ceased to play most British and
Australian-made records from midnight last night" and cited a local disc jockey, Terry
Malcolm, who predicted, "the average listener would not notice the difference in
programmes. 'The main ones which will be dropped after Friday night will be the
Beatles' 'Let It Be', the Axiom (an Australian pop group) record 'A Little Ray of
Sunshine'..."[

https://youtu.be/ECCLUIe3Lus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Little_Ray_of_Sunshine#cite_note-McFarlane-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Little_Ray_of_Sunshine#cite_note-Nimmervoll-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1970_radio_ban
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1970_radio_ban
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Little_Ray_of_Sunshine#cite_note-Kent_Thesis-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Canberra_Times
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Little_Ray_of_Sunshine#cite_note-Munson-7


8 13:16 IN THE SOCIALS

BeyondBlue.org.au

SONG
Bill Withers - Ain't No Sunshine 1971

Withers was inspired to write the song after watching the 1962 movie Days of Wine and
Roses. He explained, in reference to the characters played by Lee Remick and Jack
Lemmon, "They were both alcoholics who were alternately weak and strong. It's like
going back for seconds on rat poison. Sometimes you miss things that weren't
particularly good for you. It's just something that crossed my mind from watching that
movie, and probably something else that happened in my life that I'm not aware of."

ADS

SONG
Status Quo - Ice In The Sun 1968

SWEEP

9 13:27 TECH - THE ABSURD - Solar Bikini

When summer is in full swing, there's nothing quite
like soaking up the sun at the beach. However, for
the tech-savvy beachgoers, a dead phone battery
can be a major concern. Luckily, New York designer

With 40 flexible photovoltaic strips connected by
conductive thread, the Solar Bikini is capable of
charging smartphones and media players while
the wearer enjoys the sun. Not only is it a stylish

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Days_of_Wine_and_Roses_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Days_of_Wine_and_Roses_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lee_Remick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Lemmon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Lemmon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcoholics


Andrew Schneider has come up with a solution that
blends fashion and function - the Solar Bikini

addition to your beachwear, but it's also an
eco-friendly alternative to traditional charging
methods.

Each Solar Bikini is custom-made to fit each
individual wearer, ensuring maximum comfort and
efficiency. The USB port allows for easy device
charging, eliminating the need for bulky power
banks or cords.

Additionally, solar dresses and jackets are also
available.

SONG
George Michael & Elton John - Don't Let The Sun Go Down On Me (Live) 1974 / 1991

“I am so in the past. I'm such a Luddite when it comes to making music. All I can do is
write at the piano.” Elton John

10 13:33 LISTENER QUESTION
My PC/device is slow, how can I tell if it’s full and how do I clear up space?

Your device can be slow for many reasons, but not enough space is the least likely reason🙂
…but to answer your question. Checking space = hard drive or storage usage.

Windows
Open File explorer and look (click on) This PC

Most likely C: drive is your main drive but look for anything that is red indicating close to full capacity.

In Windows 11 they've changed the way you access Disk Cleanup
Type into the search bar to run it.

Android
Settings -> storage
You will see the heavy hitters in a list you can drill down on



Apple
Settings -> General -> iPad/iPhone storage
You will see a graph by type and blow a list where you may be able to delete data and apps if you need to.

SONG
Eagles - Tequila Sunrise 1973

written by Don Henley and Glenn Frey Henley said “take another shot of courage" refers
to tequila being known as "instant courage." "We very much wanted to talk to the ladies,
but we often didn’t have the nerve, so we’d drink a couple of shots and suddenly it was,
"Howdy, ma’am."

ADS

SONG
Donovan - Sunshine Superman 1966

SWEEP

11 13:45 APP OF THE DAY - Bitmoji
A bit of fun to jazz up your electronic messages.
http://bitmoji.com

Create your avatar using a plethora of feature options then change
outfit and dress to kill.

You can insert stickers based on mood (search for how you feel or
what you want to convey)

Apps avail for Apple and Android and you can use the web version
on Windows.

SONG
Yothu Yindi - Djapana (Sunset Dreaming) 1989 0s

12 13:46 GAME OF THE WEEK - Flow Free - Connect the Dots

Theme Game Music - Random Bed

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Henley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glenn_Frey
http://bitmoji.com


Flow Free is an addictive new dots-connecting puzzle game! Connect
colour dots to solve this colourful brain puzzle with thousands of fun levels
to play. This puzzle game challenges you to think outside the box and train
your brain – it’s the perfect brain teaser for anyone trying to keep their mind
young and sharp!

Use finger or mouse to join the dots without overlapping the coloured paths
you create as you join the dots.

Things get trickier as you progress.

Ads can be a challenge to navigate

Available free on Android, Apple with adverts.
Windows version has no ads!

There are many levels and other variations of the game so look for others
including: Flow Free - Bridges, Hexes and Warps

SONG Katrina and the Waves - Walking On Sunshine 1983 16s
Kimberley Rew (band’s guitarist) said “...it's just a piece of simple fun, an optimistic
song, despite us not being outstandingly cheery people. We were a typical young band,
insecure and pessimistic. We didn't have big hair and didn't look anything like a
Motown-influenced group. We didn't have any credibility or a fanbase in awe of our
mystique. We were a second-on-the-bill-at-a-festival-in-Germany pop band. But we had
this song."

END SONG The Beatles - Here Comes The Sun 1969

George Harrison said "Here Comes the Sun" was written at the time when Apple
[Records] was getting like school, where we had to go and be businessmen: 'Sign this'
and 'sign that.' … So one day I decided I was going to sag off Apple and I went over to
Eric Clapton's house. The relief of not having to go see all those dopey accountants was
wonderful, and I walked around the garden with one of Eric's acoustic guitars and wrote
"Here Comes the Sun"

SPARE
SONGS

Sunnyboys - Alone With You 1981
Sunnyboys - You Need A Friend 1982
Sunnyboys were an Australian power pop band formed in Sydney in 1979. Fronted by
singer-songwriter/guitarist Jeremy Oxley, the band began performing on the city's pub
circuit – where, according to music historian Ian Mc Farlane, they "breathed some
freshness and vitality into the divergent Sydney scene"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Corps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_pop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sydney,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeremy_Oxley

